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Abstract:    

The Covid-19 outbreak has clearly pierced the life of humankinds in 

almost all countries and all members of the society. Understanding and 

practicing measures for self-protection and maintaining social distance 

for prevention of transmission of infection are the new guidelines. This 

study examined decision factors such as perceived severity, 

susceptibility, response efficacy, self-efficacy and social distancing 

intention for students in Malaysia in response to the pandemic. The 
study was conducted following a quantitative research approach. 

Primary data were collected through Google form and online social 

media from 256 students studying in International Islamic University 

Malaysia. For the purpose of the study, Exploratory Factor Analysis 

and Structural Equation Modeling techniques were performed. The 

analyses revealed that two variables (response efficacy and self-

efficacy) of the protection motivation theory were significant 

predictors of social distancing intention during the ongoing Covid-19 

pandemic crisis. However, perceived severity and perceived 

susceptibility were not significant predictors of intention to engage in 

social distancing behaviour. The findings demonstrated that PMT was 
a constructive framework for understanding intention to engage in 

social distancing behaviour during a pandemic. The findings may help 

in filling the intention-behavioral gap in relation to social distancing. 
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Introduction 

The recent COVID-19 has widely been 

spread from Wuhan city of china and 

remains undetected as of now. The World 

Health Organization (WHO) proclaimed 

this virus as a pandemic which is further 

identified as undiscovered 

disease(Cucinotta & Vanelli, 2020). 

Globally, the transmission of the novel 

COVID-19 coronavirus diffusion has been 

very fast. Quarantine, town "lockdowns," 

full childcare, college, university and work 

closures and the discontinuance of large 

gatherings/events have such a major 

economic and social impact. The 

community transmission however 
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identified as crucial factor that may affects 

person-to-person through gathering or any 

activities related to physical 

interactions(Dalton, Corbett, & Katelaris, 

2020). Physical and social distancing steps 

focus at reducing disease propagation by 

disrupting the COVID-19 transmission 

chains and preventing the appearance of 

new ones. Such initiatives ensure physical 

distance between people (at least one 

meter) and minimize interaction with 

polluted surfaces while promoting and 

sustaining virtual social relations within 

families and communities(World Health 

Organization, 2020).  

 

 Since the death toll are increasing 

in numbers through the community 

transmission worldwide, government of 

several countries have imposed lockdown 

to control this pandemic disease. 

Government of UK estimated that the 

death rates can grow fast and to prevent 

that social distancing is must to 

adhere(Mahase, 2020). Malaysia is one of 

the countries where government has 

imposed movement control order 

(MCO)since 18
th

 march in order to prevent 

the spread from spreading 

widely(Arumugam, 2020). The 

government of Malaysia also announced to 

avoid the unnecessary public gatherings 

including sports, social, cultural, religious 

events and keep social distancing from 

others. Social distance however, signifies 

the physical distance from others where 

avoiding public places like supermarkets, 

bazars and malls are highlighted 

mostly(FMT, 2020). Social distancing is a 

public health technique that helps 

communities slow down the spread and 

transmission of infectious diseases like 

coronavirus.  

 

 Due to the implementation of 

social distancing, universities in Malaysia 

have begun online classes to avoid face-to-

face interactions. Students from the 

university can have access of online 

materials and classes outside campus and 

their hometown. Few universities like 

International Islamic university Malaysia 

(IIUM) postponed all the classes and 

activities from 18
th

 march and urged 

students and their staffs to stay at home 

and avoid unnecessary movement within 

the campus. No dine-in activities are 

involved inside the campus because the 

authority gave a mandate to allow students 

take the food away. However, the Friday 

congregational prayers are discouraged to 

perform as the mass gatherings from the 

mosque may transmit that disease 

rapidly(Lim , 2020).  

 

 The risk and severity of COVID-19 

transmission is vaguely recognized to 

university students residing in the campus. 

To potentially minimize future COVID-19 

outbreaks on universitycampuses, it is 

imperative that a constructive strategy for 

increasing the willingness of students to 

pursue mitigation methods should be 

emerged. In Malaysia, students have been 

asked to stay inside the campus dormitory 

to avoid unbearable circumstances by 

abiding social distance. To know the social 

distancing intention among university 

students, it is important to know the 

factors that let them decide to constrain 

given action.  

 

 The primary objective of this study 

is to investigate the factors that influence 

university students’ social distancing 

intention during COVID-19 pandemic. 

The specific objective of this study is to 

employ threat appraisal and copping 

appraisal to examine social distancing 

intention among university students in 

Malaysia. Threat appraisal consists of two 

variables (e.g. perceived threat severity 

and perceived threat susceptibility) and 

copping appraisal also represents two 

variables (e.g. response-efficacy social 

distancing and self-efficacy social 

distancing).  
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Literature Review 

Protection Motivation Theory  

Protection motivation theory (PMT) was 

first developed as a framework by Rogers 

(1975) to understand the impact of fear 

appeals. To investigate the underlying 

factors which influence individuals’ 

behavior patterns, the PMT is an 

advantageous model.The theory of PMT 

extended further by Rogers (1983) to 

provide more specification to the impact of 

persuasive communication. Later research 

on PMT has generally considered two 

forms: first, the use of PMT as a 

framework to designing and evaluating 

persuasive communications; and second, 

the use of PMT as a model of social 

cognition to predict health behavior. PMT 

believes that the decision of individuals to 

take part in risk mitigation activities is 

based on their desire to defend themselves 

against threats such as natural 

catastrophes, global climate change and 

massive explosion. People weigh the 

various risks and possible benefits. The 

decision shall be taken on the basis of the 

findings of the threat appraisal and coping 

appraisal(Rogers, 1983). Threat appraisal 

is a cognitive process which is used by 

individuals to measure threat rates. It 

comprises two essential elements: 

evaluation of perceived threat severity and 

perceived likelihood of experiencing 

adverse threat impacts (vulnerability). 

Perceived severity of the threat means the 

degree of seriousness of the potential 

harms that an individual perceives. The 

perceived vulnerability represents the 

perception by an individual of their 

susceptibility to harm. Apart from threat 

appraisal, coping appraisal, which relates 

to the evaluation of an individual's ability 

to perform risk prevention behaviors, often 

affects the motivation for protection. The 

coping appraisal comprises of response 

efficacyandself-efficacy where, response 

efficiency eludes the effectiveness of 

recommended risk preventative behaviors 

and self-efficacy is the perception by an 

individual of their ability to perform the 

behaviors.  

 

 PMT is mainly used to describe 

people's choices about taking part in 

activities to reduce health risks(Kelly & 

Barker, 2016), natural catastrophe 

prevention(Bubeck, Botzen, & Aerts, 

2012), prevention of skin 

cancer(Babazadeh, Nadrian, Banayejeddi, 

& Rezapour, 2017), vaccination for 

seasonal influenza(Ling, Kothe & Mullan, 

2019). PMT is also used to predict pro-

environmental behaviors where PMT 

found to be useful framework for intention 

to climate change(Kim, Jeong, & Hwang, 

2013). The PMT model has widely been 

applied in various health aspects to 

populations of adults, teenagers and 

children including, although not limited to, 

HIV, myopia, coronary heart disease and 

obesity(Fisher, Almanza, Behnke, Nelson, 

& Neal, 2018; Lwin & Saw, 2007; Lwin, 

Stanaland& Chan, 2010; Wong, Gaston, 

DeJesus & Prapavessis, 2016). All of 

which showed that PMT is an important 

indicator of health safety behaviors. The 

PMT model is effective in describing the 

underlying cognitive and psychological 

mechanisms that inspire people to adopt 

different health-protective behaviors. 

 

Social Distancing Intention  

Previously intention was highlighted as a 

course of action that an individual’s aims 

to achieve(Zhao & Othman, 2010). 

Behavioral Intention has widely being 

exercised in many health 

careliteratures(Choi, Cho, Lee, Lee, & 

Kim, 2004; Ford, Vernon, Havstad, 

Thomas, & Davis, 2006; Park, 2011; 

Ramez, 2012) but limited research has 

been paid attention towards social 

distancing intention.Social distancing 

defines as a physical distance between one 

person and another. Social distancing "has 

the ability to save millions of lives during 

the COVID-19 pandemic and reduce social 

contacts with others(Greenstone & Nigam, 
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2020). This is an essential preventive 

measure for COVID-19 disease, as it can 

be transmitted from person to person 

through near personal(World Health 

Organization, 2020). 

 

 López-Cervantes, Venado, 

Moreno, Pacheco-Domínguez & Ortega-

Pierres (2009) studied the spread of novel 

influenza A and proclaimed that control 

measures such as social distancing was 

one of the proven essential method which 

reduced the new cases of the virus. Blair et 

al.(2017) defines that Government-

mandated social distancing was a 

prerequisite of slowing down the spread of 

Ebola virus. As a preventative measure, 

social distancing is also effective to 

restrain diseases like Corona virus. A 

study of (Bonifait , et al., 2015) revealed 

that the outbreak of the Corona virus was 

fatal in nature because multiple sources 

such as direct contact with an infected 

individual were highly probable to 

spreading it widely. Due to the amount of 

particulates in the air, sharing space with 

others who is infected may have high 

probability to be affected by the Corona 

virus. As seen in the past literature (Lwin, 

Stanaland, & Chan, 2010; MacDonell, et 

al., 2013)Protection motivation theory 

(PMT) might be a valuable aid in 

evaluating motivational factors for healthy 

or preventive behavior among groups of 

people.  

 

 Due to the recent outbreak of 

COVID-19, social distancing is highly 

recommended by world health 

organization (WHO) in order to prevent 

the spreading. WHO has highlighted few 

obstacles during the crisis of COVID-19 

and one of those are physical distancing. 

The distance should at least be one metre 

or three feet shown in Figure 1 as per 

suggestions of WHO. To avoid the 

contaminated surface WHO has 

encouraged performing social connection 

with family and community virtually, 

flexible working arrangement through 

teleworking and reduce crowing places if 

not necessary. Apart from those, few more 

proposition such as local and national 

movement control, action toward staying 

at home, taking precaution for proactive 

measures are advised by WHO (World 

Health Organization, 2020).  

 

  

  

 

 

Figure 1. Social Distancing (p= person) 

 

Perceived Severity  

Perceived severity defines an individuals’ 

seriousness regarding the threat he/she 

perceives in their own life(Rogers, 1975).

 It was also described as a 

subjective opinion regarding how serious 

the condition and its consequence would 

be. Emotion plays a significant role for 

influencing the perception of severity and 

also thought of being affected by the 

disease provokes an individual to perceive 

the conformity and perception of difficulty 

will resulted in infliction of the 

disease(Rosenstock, 1974). Iriyama, 

Nakahara, Jimba, Ichikawa, & Wakai 

(2007) studied AIDS health beliefs and 

abstinence intention towards unhealthy 

sexual behaviors and found that perceived 

severity have strong relationship with an 

intention to abstinence. Previously 

(Omodior, Luetke, & Nelson, 2018) 

examined the personal protective behavior 

to prevent malaria, dengue, zika, 

chikungunya and west nile disease where, 

study found high perceived-severity 

among all the respondents who were 

P2 P1 
1 meter 

3 Feet 

P3 1 meter 

3 Feet 
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conscious about these five deadly 

epidemic.  

However, the relation could be varied 

based on the situational factors. Wong et 

al. (2017) studied the perceived severity 

among respondents towards Zika virus and 

dengue fever in Malaysia; found the 

respondents’ moderate attitude onto ZIKV. 

The study proclaimed that, the outbreak of 

ZIKV was almost unknown to Malaysian 

public because no cases or reports have 

been identified. The majority cannot 

regard the outbreak as severe because 

ZIKV did not affect Malaysia much except 

dengue fever. (Gregorio Jr, et al., 2019) 

studied knowledge, attitude and practices 

on Zika virus crisis, the result shows a low 

perceived severity among secondary 

school teachers. The result further revealed 

that this may possibly be related to the 

absence of a real experience with a Zika 

patient and the small number of cases 

reported in the Philippines.  

 

Perceived Susceptibility  

Perceived susceptibilitydescribes an 

individuals’ opinion regarding the risk that 

he/she might perceive in their own life. 

Wide ranges of option about personal 

susceptibility to a disease are designated. 

The range comprises of the denial of the 

possibility to contract a condition, admit 

the possibility of the disease which may 

occur, but not to them, and to admit the 

belief of actual danger(Rosenstock, 1974). 

Both perceived susceptibility and severity 

are representing threat appraisal. Huang, 

Kuo, Wang, Wang, & Tsai (2016) studied 

behavioral intention towards health 

examination by employing perceived 

susceptibility, found that perceived 

susceptibility have positive influence on 

behavioral intention for health 

examination. Perceived severity and 

susceptibility are the two negative 

components of risk behavior. An action 

which may lead to a negative outcome and 

great loss are well defined as risk 

behavior(Van der Pligt, 1996). The 

position of susceptibility perception should 

be considered when attempting to 

understand human decision-

making.Researchers have discovered that 

perceived severity, susceptibility and 

adverse effects serve a major role in the 

communication process in relation to 

emerging infectious diseases(Johnson, 

2017). Based on the survey results, it 

appears that Zika is widely viewed by the 

American public as a significant danger 

but unlikely to harm them directly. The 

participants were more likely to perceive 

that they had no possibility to get infected 

by zika virus(Lu & Schuldt, 2018). Same 

study shows the high perceived severity 

among Americans but comparatively low 

risk susceptibility. However, lower 

perception of risk susceptibility may lead 

inhabit intentions for taking protective 

actions against virus outbreak, that could 

have been a major repercussion for other 

populations. Guvenc et al. (2016) have 

examined human papilloma virus (HPV) 

and to vaccinate the college students; 

found an important relationship existed 

between the participants' health beliefs sub 

dimensions and information scores and 

their plan to undergo vaccination. 

Participants intending to receive HPV 

vaccination demonstrated higher perceived 

severity, perceived susceptibility and 

perceived benefits, and lower perceived 

barriers and higher scores of awareness 

(Guvenc, Seven, & Akyuz, 2016).  

 

Self-Efficacy  

Self-efficacy refers to the willingness or 

belief that a behavior or action can be 

carried out(Maddux & Rogers, 1983). It is 

believed to be a concept of an individual’s 

capability to exercise control over their 

own functionality which may have 

negative impact on their 

lifestyles(Bandura, 1991). A greater 

perceived control and capabilities are truly 

depending on higher level of self-efficacy. 

Prior research indicates that people with 

high expectations of self-efficacy are more 
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likely to concentrate on the task. When 

people feel confident to carry out certain 

behaviors, they experience gratification 

form judgment of self-competence and 

Promoting engagement to new acts and 

behaviors(De Young, 2000). Self-efficacy 

has been examined in many literatures to 

identify the relationship with behavioral 

intention. Huang et al.(2016) examined the 

behavioral intention for health 

examination; result indicates the greatest 

influence of self-efficacy on behavioral 

intention. High self-efficacy is therefore 

likely to elicit personal interest in the 

altruistic activity itself and maximize the 

willingness to perform the behaviors(Kim 

& Jang , 2018). According to the study of 

Desalegn et al. (2019), more than half of 

the respondents were highlyperceive the 

efficacy to prevent HIV/AIDS. The study 

further signifies that the practice of 

abstinence was substantially predicted by 

perceived self and response efficacy of 

abstinence. Desalegn et al. (2019) applied 

this study to university students and 

suggested that HIV/AIDS could only be 

preventative if the protection is used 

properly. 

Response Efficacy 

Efficacy of response is functional by 

relating consequences to recommended 

behavior, As well as whether the person 

found the implications of the prescribed 

behavior to be probable. Response efficacy 

also defined as the expectation that several 

course of action will reduce the threat or 

prevent the threat (Maddux & Rogers, 

1983). Response efficacy in prior study 

found to have positive and significant 

effect on behavioral intention(Yoon & 

Kim, 2016). A study of(Sharifirad, 

Yarmohammadi, Sharifabad, & Rahaei, 

2014) on preventive behavior on Influenza 

A/H1N1 virus; found that, high schools 

students were motivated to protect 

themselves by understanding response 

efficacy. But response efficacy from PMT 

was used to determine the usage of 

condoms among men in order to protect 

themselves from HIV/AIDS; found no 

positive and significant association with an 

intention for using condoms(Lwin, 

Stanaland, & Chan, 2010). Response 

efficacy also used to inspect the prevention 

of Chikungunya disease(Omodior, 

Pennington-Gray, & Thapa, 2017). With 

an above discussion, both the response and 

self-efficacy represents copping appraisal 

of PMT.  

 

Conceptual Framework  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework for this study 
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Based on the above conceptual framework 

the following hypotheses are developed by 

author for this study: 

 

H1: Perceived severity will have positive 

influence on social distancing intention. 

H2: Perceived susceptibility will have 

positive influence on social distancing 

intention. 

H3: Response efficacy will have positive 

influence on social distancing intention. 

H4: Perceived self-efficacy will have 

positive influence on social distancing 

intention. 

 

Research Methodology 

Construct Measurement  

The deductive approach was selected for 

this study which focused on hypotheses 

development based on existing theory. 

This was followed by the appropriate 

research strategy which was selected to 

test the hypotheses(Bryman, 2008). To test 

the hypotheses five constructs were 

assessed including; perceived severity, 

perceived susceptibility, response efficacy, 

perceived self-efficacy and behavioral 

intention. Twenty-five items of the 

variables were mainly adapted from (Lwin 

& Saw, 2007) and (Lwin, Stanaland & 

Chan, 2010) and measured on a five-point 

Likert scale (e.g. 1= strongly disagree to 

5= strongly agree) to express the statement 

of an agreement. Each items of the 

questionnaire were developed using 

English language. With an aim of getting 

comments and feedback from the 

respondents, thirty set of questionnaire 

gave out for pilot testing (N= 30). The 

questionnaire then modified in order to 

bring the clarity and improve the 

understandability.  

 

Data Collection  

Data was collected by using Google link 

and social media (e.g. Facebook and 

WhatsApp) only. Due to the movement 

control order (MCO) imposed by 

Malaysian government, data collection 

through face-to-face distribution were 

discarded. Target population for this study 

was university students whereas, 

accessible population was students from 

Klang Valley area of Malaysia on which 

researchers had access to study. Total of 

256 responses were collected from which 

219 found to be analyzable. Data was 

collected throughout the month of March-

April, 2020.   

 

Analysis and Findings 

IBM SPSS (ver 25) and SmartPLS (ver 3) 

has been used to analyze the data. Table 1 

represents the demographic profile of the 

respondents which gives a balanced 

proportionate of participating students 

from different categorical nature of 

gender, age group and education level. 
 

Table 1. Demographic profile 

Measure Items  Frequency  % 

Gender Male  117 52.7 

 

Female  102 45.9 

Age 18-25 64 28.8 

 

26-35 88 39.6 

 

36-45 58 26.1 

 

46-55 7 3.2 

 

56-65 2 0.9 

Education Level  Bachelor 53 23.9 

 

Masters 130 58.6 

  PhD 36 16.2 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 
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In SPSS, Cronbach’s Alpha is generally 

used to measure the internal consistency of 

questionnaires. Reliability of 0.7 or higher 

is required for the study instruments to 

continue with this research. After 

transforming the responses into constructs 

in SPSS and running the test, it is found 

that the Cronbach’s Alpha value is greater 

than 0.8(Table 2) which means that all the 

instruments used in this research are 

reliable enough. Then, factor analysis was 

performed in order to derive the number of 

dimensions or in other words, factors that 

can appropriately explain the variables that 

are identified for this respective research. 

The KMO value of 0.793 was derived. 

This value is deemed to be acceptable at it 

is greater than the cutoff value of (0.50)as 

recommended by Wang, Chen & 

Jiang(2009). 

 
Table 2 Reliability Statistics 

Variables  Cronbach's Alpha N of Items  

Perceived severity 0.884 5 

Susceptibility 0.754 5 

Response efficacy 0.799 5 

Self-efficacy 0.946 5 

Social distancing intention 0.843 5 

Total 0.82 25 

 

From Bartlett's Test of Sphericity, we can 

see that there is at least 1 significant 

correlation between 2 of the items 

somewhere. From the data extracted for 

Communalities, there is no value which is 

less than 0.3, means we can keep all 

variables. From the Total Variance 

Extraction table, we can see that there are 

5 components which are having Eigen 

values greater than 1 and the rest 

components are having Eigen value of less 

than 1. After running the data again in 

SPSS through fixed number of Factors (5) 

and setting Coefficient value less than 0.5, 

we can see that the Component Correlation 

Matrix is orthogonal. Again, we checked 

the Varimax option in SPSS for analyzing 

orthogonal matrix. From the Rotated 

Component Matrix, which can see items 

related to factors (Table 3). 

 

Table 3. Rotated Component Matrix
a 

Variables Component 

1 2 3 4 5 

REF2 0.785     

REF3 0.775     

REF4 0.827     

REF5 0.769     

SDI1  0.807    

SDI2  0.758    

SDI3  0.749    

SEF1   0.689   

SEF3   0.795   

SEF4   0.811   

SEF5   0.796   

SEV1    0.694  

SEV2    0.811  

SEV3    0.863  
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SEV4    0.781  

SUS2     0.635 

SUS3     0.721 

SUS4     0.824 

SUS5     0.812 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations. 

 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

To establish CFA, smart PLS (partial least 

square) structural equation modelling 

technique has been used. The PLS-SEM 

approach is useful when it comes to 

predictions and explanations of target 

constructs (Hair et al. 2017). Smart PLS is 

a non-parametric distribution assumption. 

After running the PLS algorithm, the 

standardized regression weights of the 

effects among SEV, SUS, REF, SUS and 

SDI are found. The factor loadings and R² 

(% variance explained by the explanatory 

variables) are also located. To identify if 

the regression weights found in the model 

are significant or not, bootstrapping 

algorithm is applied. PLS-SEM relies on a 

nonparametric bootstrap procedure (Efron 

and Tibshirani, 1986; Davison and 

Hinkley, 1997) to test the significance of 

various results such as path coefficients 

and R² values. T-statistics are indication of 

significance in the bootstrapping method 

(anything above 1.96 is significant at 

p≤0.05 level). Figure 3 represents the PLS 

structural equation modelling technique. 

The model fit was adequate based on 

SRMR and Ch-Square values (Table 4), 

only NFI value was below standard 

threshold level. The hypothesized path 

coefficients are presented in Table 5.  

 

 
Figure 3 PLS – SEM structured model 

Table 4 Model Fit 
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Fit Indices Estimated Model Ideal Threshold 

SRMR 0.074 < 0.08 

Chi-Square 502.497 Upper is better 

NFI 0.763 > 0.9 

 

 

Table 5 Hypothesized Path Coefficient 

Path T Statistics P Values 

SEV -> SDI 0.923 0.357 

SUS -> SDI 0.420 0.674 

REF -> SDI 2.099 0.036 

SEF -> SDI 7.637 0.000 

 

Discussion 

The objective of this research is to 

investigate the factors that influence 

university students’ social distancing 

intention during COVID-19 pandemic. 

The researchers employed threat appraisal 

and copping appraisal to examine social 

distancing intention among university 

students in Malaysia. Threat appraisal 

consists of two variables (perceived threat 

severity and perceived threat susceptibility 

which were not supported in this 

investigation) and copping appraisal also 

represents two variables (response-efficacy 

social distancing and self-efficacy social 

distancing which were supported). Table 5 

illustrates the t-statistics and p-value of 

each hypothesis. H1 shows thatthere is no 

positive and significant relationship 

between perceived severity and social 

distancing intention, thus H1 (t= 0.923, p> 

0.357) is rejected. H2 also found to be 

insignificant relationship between 

perceived susceptibility and social 

distancing intention, hence H2 (t= 0.420, 

p> 0.674) is rejected. The result indicates 

the perception of students toward threat 

appraisal is low because the MCO was 

imposed and students were asked to stay at 

their respective campus hostels to alleviate 

the COVID-19 situation. On the other 

hand, the relationship between response 

efficacy and perceived self-efficacy found 

to be positive and significant relationship 

with social distance intention, thus H3 (t= 

2.099, p> 0.036) and H4 (t= 7.637, p> 

0.000) is supported. Table 6presented 

below summarizes the results of 

hypotheses testing. 

 

Table 6 Summary of Hypotheses test results 

Hypotheses Findings 

H1: Perceived severity will have positive influence on social 

distancing intention. 

Not supported 

H2: Perceived susceptibility will have positive influence on social 

distancing intention. 

Not supported 

H3: Response efficacy will have positive influence on social 

distancing intention. 

Supported 

H4: Perceived self-efficacy will have positive influence on social 

distancing intention. 

Supported 

 

The researchers studied the value of 

protection motivation theory (PMT) as a 

helpful theory in understanding the 

intention of social distancing, 

acknowledging the value of behavioral 

measures of the students living on campus 
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such as staying alone in the room, ordering 

food instead of dining in the common area, 

avoiding common restroom to protect 

themselves against contracting an 

infectious disease. For students, interacting 

within a crowded cafeteria, shopping mall, 

fitness centre, visiting library or laboratory 

contributes to a rewarding social life. But, 

maintaining a social distance is difficult 

for students to carry out, even in response 

to the possibility of infection which can 

cause severe health problem. At the 

beginning of this current pandemic, 

students were susceptible by knowing the 

small number of infected people, but when 

the situation got worst and seeing an 

exponential rise of infected people, 

student’s susceptibility replaced by 

predictive action. Therefore, appraisal to 

threat is reduced by copping with it.  

Conclusionand Implication  

 

This research studied social distancing 

intention of Malaysian students in 

response to the ongoing Covid-19 

outbreak. Social distancing is easier to say, 

but it is hard to maintain. Social distancing 

is not social isolation. Isolation of certain 

time of period can be followed, but 

following the guidelines for social 

distancing, for example, in a classroom for 

longer period is difficult to manage by the 

educational institutions if seats are limited. 

Usually, students hang out with a crowd, 

shook hands with their friends collectively 

and enjoy live interactions during 

classroom lessons. Although, social 

distancing has been interchangeably 

referred to isolation and quarantine, there 

is a big difference among these definitions. 

Social distancing is required to slow down 

the Covid-19 outbreak; it means to reduce 

the number of infected people and keeping 

it low so that scientists can come out with 

a proven medication for treatment. 

Therefore, social distancing is very crucial 

for everyone to understand properly for 

better preparation of managing the 

ongoing pandemic or any upcoming 

disease outbreak.  

 

 

This study hypothesized the effectiveness 

of protection motivation theory (PMT) to 

predict the university students’ perception 

towards social distancing intention 

throughout the COVID-19 crisis. This 

study is adding to the research insights 

about the phenomenon that is happening 

recently and an understanding regarding 

social distancing intention of university 

students in Malaysia. Furthermore, the 

findings of this study imply the reliability 

and validity of protection motivation in 

measuring the students’ motivation and its 

relationship with behavioral intention to 

keep social distancing. Additionally, this 

study contributes to the theory of 

protection motivation by supporting it in 

the Malaysian context. The study also 

supports the conceptual framework of this 

study and provides the evidence for the 

relationships between protection 

motivation factors and behavioral intention 

for social distancing among the university 

students in the Malaysian context. The 

result of this study could further benefit 

the government, university authority, 

students and researchers. The government 

may apply more precaution in order to 

prevent the spread of the virus. University 

authority on the other hand could provide 

sustainable accommodation and hygienic 

food supplement, also routine checkup is 

recommended to avoid unbearable 

circumstances. Furthermore,university 

management could provide suitable 

guidelines to follow the social distancing. 

 

Limitation  

This study has its limitations. First of all 

due to the implementation of movement 

control order (MCO) in Malaysia 

researcher gain no access to visit other 

universities in the Klang Valley area of 

Malaysia to conduct this study physically. 
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However, it is estimated that the outcome 

could have different if the study would be 

conducted throughout the all university. 

Secondly, researchers collected the data 

through online platform where Google 

form link was sent to the students of the 

university and collected from several 

electronic sources (e.g. WhatsApp and 

Facebook) where questions may not seem 

understandable to students;thereforeface-

to-face distribution is required.  
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